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ABSTRACT 
Matrices A for which the upper bound per(A) < 1+ min{n(c, - l),n(r, - 1)) 
holds with equality are characterized. Cases where the bound is achieved correspond 
to multigraphs with the property that there exists a unique path from any vertex to 
any disjoint cycle union. This occurs precisely when some multigraph associated with 
A has the mastercycle property: all cycles thread all branchpoints in the same circular 
order. Such multigraphs may also be characterized as a circular concatenation of 
certain acyclic multigraphs, each having a unique source and sink. This analysis yields 
two normal forms for the extremal matrices, one based on a nested block decomposi- 
tion, and another based on an overlapping block decomposition. The extremal cases 
are invariant under contractions, yielding another characterization. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
For notation and conventions we refer the reader to paper I of this pair 
[2]. In that paper it was shown that per(A) < 1 + min{n( ri - l),n(ci - l)}, 
where A is a fully indecomposable nonnegative integer matrix with row sums 
r, and column sums ci. Here we consider the extremal case where our bound is 
achieved. The extremal A are seen to correspond to strongly connected 
self-loop reduced multigraphs which have unique paths from any vertex to 
any disjoint cycle union (DCU). These multigraphs have a mastercycle 
containing all branchpoints. There are only two classes of fundamental graphs 
for an extremal A (see Figure 1). In one of these, all cycles are mastercycles 
which pass through each branch point and define the same circular ordering 
on the set of branchpoints. In the other there is a unique mastercycle and all 
other cycles pass through only one branchpoint. This characterization of 
strongly connected UPZ multigraphs is the main result of the paper. Altema- 
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FIG. 1. The two types of UPZ multigraphs: (a) type (i); (b) type (ii). 
tive characterizations follow easily from it. We obtain the first one using the 
submultigraphs (Iinks) between consecutive branchpoints. This result is trans- 
lated into matrix theoretic terms to get two normal forms for the extremal 
matrices. Finally, we make use of the invariance of the extremal cases under 
contraction to give yet another, more algorithmic, characterization, which 
enables us to detect rapidly [ O(n’)] whether a given matrix is extremal or 
whether a given strongly connected multigraph is UPZ. 
1. THE UPZ PROPERTY AND FLIPPING CYCLES 
We say that an n x n matrix A is column extremal if it is a fully 
indecomposable nonnegative integer matrix and satisfies the column form of 
our bound: per(A) = 1 + l’l(c, - l), where ci is the ith column sum of A. 
Similarly we define A to be row extremal if per(A) = 1+ lJ( ri - 1). A matrix is 
extremul if it is either row or column extremal. 
We wish to characterize extremal matrices in terms of their fundamental 
graphs. Theorem 1.7 of [2] says that A is column extremal if and only if 
]DCU(H)( = l-l[od(u)+sd(u)] f or some (and therefore all) fundamental re- 
duced multigraph H of A. Here od( u) is the outdegree in H of 0, and sd( u) is 
the selfdegree or number of self-loops at 0. Similarly, row extremal cases 
correspond to the graph theoretical statement ]DCU( H)] = ll[id( u) + sd( v)], 
where id(u) is the indegree of o. Because of duality it suffices to consider the 
column extremal case. 
Thus we consider strongly connected multigraphs H for which (DCU(H)( 
= ll[od( v)+sd( v)]. We saw in Lemma 2.5 of [2] that the number of 
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spanning concentrating networks (SCNs) of H is always ll[od( u) + sd( u)], and 
in Lemma 2.6 of [2] that a DCU 2 may always be extended to an SCN whose’ 
unique maximal DCU is Z. Thus for the outdegree bound given above to hold 
with equality, it is necessary and sufficient that this extension be unique. If 
this is the case, there is a l-l correspondence between SCNs and DCUs in our 
multigraph H. Consulting the proof of Lemma 2.6 in [2] reveals that for any 
DCU Z in H, any vertex o not in Z, and any path y from 0 to Z, there is an 
SCN extending Z and containing y. Thus we are led to the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION. A UPZ (for unique path to cycles) multigraph H is a 
multigraph with the property that given any DCU Z in H and any vertex v 
not in Z there exists a unique path from v to Z. 
The following is crucial. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let H be a strongly connected multigraph. Then H is UPZ if 
and only if ]DCU(H)] = ll[od(v)+sd(v)]. 
Proof. Let H be UPZ. Then any DCU Z of H has a unique extension to 
an SCN. Thus ]DCU(H)] = ISCN(H)I = lI[od(v)+sd(v)], where the second 
equality follows by Lemma 2.5 of [2]. The converse is similar. n 
We formalize the correspondence between UPZ graphs and extremal 
matrices. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a fully indecomposable matrix with nonnegative 
integer entries. Let G be a fundamental multigraph associated with A. Then 
per(A) = 1 + Fl(c, - 1) if and only if the fundamental reduced multigraph G, 
is a strongly connected UPZ multigraph. 
COROLLARY 1.3. For A as in the lemma, if one fundamental reduced 
multigraph of A is UPZ, then they all are UPZ. 
The result we are interested in concerns matrices, yet our methods are 
graph theoretic. It thus becomes useful to characterize the set of fundamental 
multigraphs of a matrix in a purely graph theoretic setting. This is possible 
using the device of flipping cycles in a digraph [4]. We interrupt our study of 
UPZ multigraphs to develop this device, which will also prove useful for 
identifying the various types of UPZ multigraphs. 
Let P < A be a permutation matrix. Then the identity matrix Z Q APf. 
Thus if T is a nonzero transversal (NZT) and M(T) the corresponding 
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permutation matrix, then right multiplication by M( T)t moves the entries in T 
to the diagonal. If A has a nonzero diagonal, i.e. if Z 6 A, then PL < AZ”. It 
follows that the subgraph obtained by reversing every arrow in G(T) is 
present in G( AM(T)t), although the multiplicities of such edges will change 
to the multiplicities which used to be on the diagonal. This characterizes 
transitions between fundamental multigraphs of A. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Q be a permutation matrix. Then A and AQ both have 
nonzero diagonals if and only if Q” < A and I < A if and only if I < AQ and 
Q” < QtA. 
For obvious geometrical reasons, we refer to a transition between funda- 
mental graphs of A as pipping the spanning subgraph G(T) corresponding to 
the NZT T which moves to the diagonal of A. G(T) is replaced by its reverse 
graph, but with new multiplicities given by the old diagonal (see Figure 2). 
Such a flip can only occur along a self-loop complete cycle. Thus by 
extension we can refer to flipping a self-loop complete cycle in a multigraph 
without the explicit presence of the matrix A(G). 
It can further be seen that flipping any G(T) changes any edge VW to 
P( v)w, where P(v) is the image of the vertex v under the permutation P as 
our matrix changes from A to Apt. Geometrically, as we flip a cycle, the cycle 
is reversed, all incoming edges are left alone, and all outgoing edges now leave 
the cycle from a vertex which was one step further along the cycle before the 
flip. In the multigraph setting, a flip of an equivalence class of cycles results in 
a new equivalence class with the opposite orientation in which the cycle 
edges receive their multiplicity from the old self-degrees and the new self- 
degrees are given by the old edge multiplicities. 
We may now restate Corollary 1.3 in a purely graph theoretic setting. 
FIG. 2. Two self-loop complete multigraphs with three vertices. Each results 
from the other by flipping the large cycle. Multiplicities move between the self-loops 
and that cycle. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let G be a strongly connected self-loop complete multi- 
graph. Let H result from G by flipping any cycle. Then G, is UPZ iff HO is 
UPZ. 
We proceed now to a study of UPZ multigraphs. 
2. THE MASTERCYCLE CHARACTERIZATION 
In what follows, by a path connecting a set R to a set S we mean a path 
meeting R in its first point only, and meeting S in its last point only. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a strongly connected UPZ multigraph. Let H, and 
Hz be disjoint strongly connected submultigraphs containing more than one 
point. Then there exist unique paths connecting H, to Hz and H, to H,. 
Furthermore these paths do not intersect, except possibly at the end points. 
Proof. Let y be a path connecting H, to H,, and let v and w be the first 
and last points of y, so that 2, and w are the unique points of y in H, and H, 
respectively. Let v’ be any point of H,. There is a simple path entirely 
contained within H, connecting v’ to v. Thus given any cycle of Hz, there is a 
simple path from v’ to that cycle that traverses y. The UPZ property now 
implies that any path from any v’ of H, to any cycle of H, traverses y. Since 
any w’ of H2 is contained in a cycle of H,, all paths from any point of H, to 
any point of H, must traverse y. 
Similarly there is unique shortest path 6 from H, to H,. If y and /3 meet at 
a point x not in H, U Hz, then the UPZ property is not satisfied for x and the 
disjoint union of a cycle C, of H, and a cycle C, of H,. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H be a strongly connected UPZ multigraph. Let H’ be a 
strongly connected submultigraph of H which contains two disjoint cycles. 
Then every cycle in H meets H’. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a cycle C disjoint from H’. By Lemma 2.1 
there exist unique paths from H’ to C and from C to H’. Let y be the shortest 
path from H’ to C and v the first point of y. By hypothesis, there exists a cycle 
C’ in H’ not containing v and hence two paths from v to C’U C, contradict- 
ing UPZ. n 
A fkkndly cycle C in a multigraph H is a cycle that meets every cycle in 
H. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Every strongly connected UPZ multigraph H contains a 
jikldly cycle. 
Proof. Assume there exists a pair of disjoint strongly connected sub 
graphs H, and H,. By Lemma 2.1 there exist unique paths y,, from H, to H, 
(with endpoints 2) E H, and w E H,) and yXs from H, to H, (with endpoints 
x E H, and y E H,). By UPZ applied to the point y and any cycle in H,, 
there is a unique path y,, in H, from y to o (possibly a point if y = 0). 
Similarly there is a unique path y,, in Hz from w to x. Let C = yowyw,yX,yYo 
be the topological path sum. We claim the cycle C meets every cycle in H. 
Let H’= H,u H,Uy,,uy,,. H’ is strongly connected, and by Lemma 
2.1, there is no cycle in H disjoint from H’. Assume C’ is a cycle in H meeting 
H, - {v} (a similar argument holds for H, - {x}). C’ must meet every cycle 
in H,, for if not, there exists a cycle C” in H, disjoint from C’, and the UPZ 
property is not satisfied for 0 and C’U C”. Since C’ meets both H, and H,, it 
must contain y,,. In particular, C’ meets C. n 
Lemma 2.3 does not characterize strongly connected UPZ multigraphs, as 
one may readily see. 
A mustercycle in a strongly connected multigraph H is a cycle which 
contains all the branchpoints of H. Clearly mastercycles are always friendly, 
but not necessarily conversely. As we show in the next Lemma, however, for 
UPZ multigraphs, being a mastercycle and being a friendly cycle are equiva- 
lent. It is not hard to show that the problem of determining whether an 
arbitrary given multigraph has a mastercycle is NP-complete, essentially 
equivalent to the hamiltonian cycle problem. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let C be a cycle in the strongly connected OPZ multigraph 
H. Then C is a mastercycle if and only if C is a j%ndly cycle. In particular, 
every UPZ multigraph has a mastercycle. 
Proof. Suppose C meets all cycles and v is a branch point not on C. If 
vx is an edge which cannot be extended to a path terminating on C, there 
must exist a cycle extending 2)~ which is disjoint from C. Thus all edges of the 
form vx extend to distinct paths from 0 to C, and since there is more than 
one such edge, UPZ is violated. Conversely, suppose C contains all branch 
points and C’ is a cycle not meeting C. Then by Lemma 2.1 there is a unique 
path from C’ to C. However, then C’ contains a branch point. 
The last statement follows from Lemma 2.3. n 
In the remainder of this section we need to consider the circular ordering 
of points along various cycles, specifically to compare the two circular 
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orderings induced by two cycles on the points in their intersection. We can 
simplify our discussion by borrowing the standard notation for intervals in 
ordered sets. Let C be any cycle. Then, for a, b distinct points of C, the 
symbols C[a, b], C[a, b), C(a, b], and C(a, b) denote all points on the 
simple path in C connecting a to b, with inclusion or exclusion of the 
endpoint denoted by the square bracket or parenthesis respectively. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C be a mustercycle in the strongly connected UPZ 
multigraph H, and let C’ be any other cycle. Then the circular orderings 
induced by C and C’ on the branchpoints in C n C’ agree. 
Proof. Assume C’ contains branch points Q, ul,. . . , u,_ 1 for T > 2, num- 
bered in the order encountered in C’. Let uk be a branchpoint where C and 
C’ diverge, and let wk be the first successor of uk along C’ with wk in C n C’. 
If there exists a ui out of sequence in C’, then C and C’ diverge at some 
point ukr k < i, converging again at wk, so that vi E C(uk, wk). Hence 
C”= C[w,, uk]UC’[uk, wk] is a cycle disjoint from ui, Since both C and C’ 
contain ui, all we need show is that ui can reach C” in two different ways. 
Moving from ui along C, we reach C” at wj, for some j. If moving along C’ 
from ui we also reach C” at wj, then C’ cannot reach uk, a contradiction. 
Thus ui can reach C” in two ways, contradicting UPZ. It follows that all 
branchpoints are traversed in the same circular order. m 
COROLLARY 2.6. With notation us in the proof of Lemma 2.4, wk is in 
C[% %+11. 
Proof. Otherwise, since uk+ i is in C’, C’ must branch from C at some x, 
in order to return to C[u,, u~+~]. Then the trio uk, X, u~+~ has different 
orderings on C and C’. m 
The next two lemmas characterize the two types of UPZ multigraphs, 
ones with and without disjoint cycles. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let C be a mastercycle of the strongly connected UPZ 
multigraph H. Suppose H contains another cycle C’ containing at least two 
branchpoints of H. Then every cycle of H is a mustercycle. 
Proof. First we show C’ is a mastercycle. By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to 
show there does not exist a cycle D disjoint from C’. Assume such a D exists, 
and let {vi } and { wk} be defined as in Lemma 2.5. Choose any pair uj, wj. 
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We can follow C’ or C from vi to wi and then combine either path with any 
part of C(wj, v .). In particular, if D meets C( wi, vi), we contradict UPZ 
from vi to D. Tk us there can be only one choice of vk, say vO, where C and 
C’ diverge, and D n C C C(v,, wo)+ By Corollary 2.6, wO is in C[v,, vi]. But 
then D n C contains no branchpoints, a contradiction. 
Now suppose C” is some cycle of H, and let D’ be a cycle disjoint from 
C”. Both C and C’ contain the unique paths connecting D’ to C” and C” to 
D’. Let v be a branchpoint in C” or D’, say D’, where C and C’ diverge. 
However, then there are two paths from v to C” by following C or C’. n 
LEMMA 2.8. Let C be a mustercycle of the strongly connected UPZ 
multigraph H containing a pair of disjoint cycles. Then C is the unique cycle 
of H containing more than one branchpoint. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.7. n 
A matrix which has a fundamental reduced multigraph with the UPZ 
property has fundamental reduced UPZ multigraphs of both types. As the 
following lemmas show, the transition between the two types is obtained by 
flipping a mastercycle. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let C be a mastercycle of the strongly connected self-loop 
complete multigraph H. Let H’ be the multigraph obtained by flipping the 
mastercycle C in H. Assume HO is UPZ containing a pair of disjoint cycles. 
Then every cycle of (H’), is a mustercycle. 
Proof. We show that (H’), contains two mastercycles and apply Lemma 
2.7. Let D and D’ be disjoint cycles in H. Both D and D’ meet C. Now flip C. 
The resulting cycle Cf is a mastercycle in H’ with the same vertex set as C. 
(H’), is a UPZ multigraph by Corollary 1.3. 
We now construct a new mastercycle C’ from Cf and the images Df of D 
and D’f of D’. Since C’ must meet both D* and D’f, it must diverge from 
both, and thus it will contain at least two branchpoints. We can then apply 
Lemma 2.6. 
Let D* and D’* diverge from C* at the branch points v and v’ of H’, 
returning at w and w’ respectively. The circular order of these four points 
must be v, w, v’, w’ by Corollary 2.6. We define C’ to be the topological path 
sum of Cf [ w’, v], Df[ v, w], C* [ w, v’], and D’* [ v’, w’]. n 
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LEMMA 2.10. Let H be a strongly connected multigraph. Let H, be a 
UPZ with a least two branchpoints in which all cycles are mastercycles. lf H’ 
is any flip of H, then (H’), is a UPZ multigraph with disjoint cycles. 
Proof The argument is similar to that of Lemma 2.9. w 
We now present the main result of the section, a characterization of UPZ 
multigraphs. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let G be a strongly connected multigraph with a 
mastercycle C. Let B be the subset of C consisting of the branchpoints of G, 
andletb,,b, ,..., b,,_l, b,,, = b, be the circular ordering of B relative to C. For 
i=O,l,..., m let Si be the set of paths leaving bi and terminating on C having 
only these two points in common with C. lf y is such a path, denote the 
terminus of y by t(y). Let t(S) = {t(y): y E Si}. Then 
(i) G is a UPZ multigraph with no disjoint cycles if and only if 
t(Si)cC(bi,bi+l], i=O,l,..., m-1,and 
(ii) G is a UPZ multigraph with disjoint cycles (and a unique master- 
cycle) if and only if t(Si+l)c C(b,, bi+,], i = O,l,..., m - 1, m > 1. 
Proof. (i): Suppose G is UPZ with no disjoint cycles. Let y E Si, and let 
C’ be the cycle y U C[t(y), bi]. Lemma 2.5 applied to C and C’ ensures that 
t(y) is in C(bi, bi+,]. On the other hand, if t(S,)cC(b,, b,+l] for i= 
0, 1, . . . ) m - 1, then it is clear that all cycles are mastercycles. To check the 
UPZ property, note that any point on C is either a branchpoint, or else there 
is a unique path (along C) to the next branch point. If x is not on C, then x is 
on y for y in some Si. Then there is a unique path from x to bi + 1 by 
following y to t(y) and then following C to bit l. 
(ii): Suppose G is UPZ with disjoint cycles. G need not be self-loop 
complete, but then by adding self-loops at all vertices of G we obtain a 
self-loop complete H such that G is isomorphic to H,. Let Hf be the 
multigraph obtained by flipping H on C, and denote by Cf the cycle obtained 
from C by this flip. Let b{ be the successor on C of bi, so that bf are the 
branchpoints of Cf. Using Corollary 2.6 and the observation that the bf are 
ordered in reverse on C’, we find t(Sf) c C*( b*f, bf_ 1]. But this means that in 
G we must have t(Si)CC(bi_l,bi], i=l,2,...,m. For the converse, if 
t(Si + 1) c C( bi, b,, 1], then clearly every path y in some Si extends to a unique 
cycle yc having only one branchpoint by following C from t(y) to bi. AU such 
cycles are disjoint. To see that G is UPZ, observe that for any point on C 
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there is a unique path along C to each t(y) and thus to each yc. If x is not on 
C, then x is on some path fi in some Si, and there is a unique path from x to 
vc by following p to t(p) and then C to yc. n 
The theorem assures us that a UPZ multigraph has one of the forms shown 
in Figure 1. Henceforth we refer to these as type (i) and type (ii) UPZ 
multigraphs. The case of a single branchpoint is vacuous with respect to type 
(ii). However, this case may be thought of as either type (i) or type (ii) in the 
sense that type (i) multigraphs “branch forward’ and type (ii) multigraphs 
“branch backwards,” these being indistinguishable for a single branchpoint. 
Every strongly connected multigraph with a single branchpoint is UPZ. We 
note some other immediate consequences of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let G be a strongly connected multigraph. Then 
]DCU( H)] = ll[od( w ) + sd( u)] if and only if G has one of the structures (i) or 
(ii) of the theorem. 
Proof. Immediate, by Lemma 1.1. n 
We now give several corollaries detailing certain features of extremal 
matrices. The case when A is a fully indecomposable nonnegative integer 
matrix with just one ci > 2 is an irritating special case which is always column 
extremal. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let A be column extremal. Then either A has a 
rwnzero transversal con&sting of all ones or else at most one column sum ci 
exceeds 2. 
In graph theoretical terms this becomes: 
COROLLARY 2.13’. Let A be column extremal. Then A has a fundamental 
reduced multigraph of type (i). Furthermore, if A has at least two branch- 
points, the type (i) fundamental reduced multigraph is unique within isomor- 
phism. 
Proof. Column sums exceeding 2 correspond to branchpoints in associ- 
ated fundamental reduced multigraphs. Assume there are at least two such 
columns. Then, by Lemma 2.10, some fundamental reduced multigraph Ha is 
of type (i). In particular it has no self-loops. Thus A(H) has a diagonal of all 
ones, and A(H) = PAQ for some permutation matrices P and Q. 
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The last statement follows because all fundamental multigraphs of A are 
related by flips. If the underlying reduced multigraph is type (ii), then only 
flipping by the (unique) mastercycle yields a type (i) multigraph. n 
Almost any example will convince you that the type (ii) multigraphs 
associated with a column extremal matrix need not be isomorphic. 
A break vertex is one whose removal leaves a multigraph with no cycles 
(except possibly self-loops). If G(A) has a break vertex, then deleting the 
corresponding row and column of A leaves a matrix which may be tri- 
angularized via permutations. All UPZ multigraphs in which all cycles are 
mastercycles admit any branchpoint as a break vertex. Thus we have the 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let A be extremal. Then A has a fundamental multi- 
graph with a break vertex. 
Proof. Suppose A is column extremal. Then A has a fundamental multi- 
graph of type (i), and all the branch points are break vertices. If A is row 
extremal, then we need only observe that a break vertex in a multigraph 
remains a break vertex after reversing all the edges. n 
The next corollaries say that the property of being extremal limits the 
number of entries > 1 but does not limit their specific values. 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let A be an n X n extremal matrix. Then A can have 
at most n entries > 1. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the column extremal case. We may assume 
A has a fundamental multigraph of type (i). In such a multigraph the entries 
> 1 in A appear as multiple edges, and thus can emanate only from 
branchpoints. The specific structure of these multigraphs, however, forbids 
edges from distinct branchpoints to have the same target. n 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let A be extremal. Then any matrix obtained j&m A 
by replacing any entry >, 2 with any integer > 1 is still extremul. 
Proof. The UPZ property is preserved by changing any multiplicities 
> 2 to any integer 2 1. n 
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3. THE CONCATENATED LINKS CHARACTERIZATION 
We now develop an alternative graph theoretical characterization of UPZ 
multigraphs which will prove useful for obtaining a canonical matrix form 
developed in the next section, 
We need some additional essentially standard graph terminology. Call a 
point z, of a multigraph a source if id(u) = 0. Call it a sink if od( u) = 0. 
Let L be an acyclic multigraph. Then (reminder: all structures here are 
finite) L contains at least one source and at least one sink. In fact any point of 
L is accessible to at least one source and can reach at least one sink. 
We now define a link to be an acyclic multigraph containing a unique 
source and a unique sink. The following structure for a link is then clear. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a link with source s and sink t. Then s can reach 
every point of L, and every point of L can reach t. In particular L is 
topologically connected. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be an acyclic multigraph with points s and t such that 
all points are accessible from s and all points can reach t. Then L is a link 
with source s and sink t. 
A link whose source is the only branchpoint or which contains no 
branchpoints is a concentrating link. A concentrating link is proper if the 
source is a branchpoint. 
LEMMA 3.3. A link is a concentrating link if and only if there are unique 
paths from all nonsource vertices to the sink. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let H be a type (i) UPZ multigraph with > 2 branch- 
points. Then the subgraph induced on the union of all paths from one 
branchpoint to its successor branchpoint is a concentrating link. 
Proof. Immediate, from Theorem 2.11. w 
THEOREM 3.5. Let L,,, L1,...,L,_l, L, = L,, n 2 1, be concentrating 
links on distinct vertex sets. Denote the source and sink of Li by si and ti. Let 
H be the quotient multigraph of the disjoint union UL, that results from 
identifyingsi and ti_l, i=l,..., n. Then H is a UPZ multigraph of type (i). 
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This theorem characterizes type (i) UPZ multigraphs with > 2 branch- 
points as those multigraphs which are a circular concatenation of concentrat- 
ing links. 
Finally we treat the case of matrices A which are simultaneously row and 
column extremal. If G is a fundamental reduced multigraph of such an A, 
then both G and G* are UPZ multigraphs. Assume G is type (i). Then G* is 
also type (i). 
Call a point with indegree + self-degree > 1 a confluence point. Con- 
fluence points of G become the branchpoints of G*. Since cycles of G and G* 
contain the same vertex sets, all the confluence points of G must lie on all the 
cycles of G. Let u and u’ be consecutive branchpoints of G. Then, because of 
the UPZ structure of G*, there must be a unique confluence point t(v) E 
C( u, 0’1, where C is any cycle of G. Thus the branchpoints and confluence 
points are paired. 
Now let L be the interval determined by all paths from some branchpoint 
u to its associated confluence point t(u). Then both L and L* are proper 
concentrating links. It follows that L must be a collection of vertex disjoint 
paths (except for endpoints) joining its source to its sink. We call such a link a 
pure link. We have now proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a nonnegative integer matrix which is both row 
and column extremal. Let G be a fundamental reduced type (i) UPZ 
multigraph. lf A has at least two column sums > 2, then the submultigraph 
induced on the union of all paths from one branch point to its associated 
confluence point is a proper pure link and G is a concatenation of pure links. 
If just one column sum is > 2, then G consists either of a proper pure link 
together with a simple path from the sink to the source or of a collection of 
simple cycles vertex disjoint except for a common starting point. 
4. NORMAL FORMS FOR EXTREMAL MATRICES 
We now translate into the corresponding matrix setting our results char- 
acterizing UPZ multigraphs. Our overlapping blocks form will arise by 
treating type (i) UPZ graphs as a circularly concatenated sequence of 
concentrating links. The second form is more typical of canonical forms in the 
literature, being a true block decomposition, but our second form is not 
independent of choices. Neither form applies if only one column sum is 
greater than 2, but in this case there is a simple alternative. 
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First we formalize the obvious matrix characterization of a concentrating 
link. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a nonsingular nonnegative integer matrix. Then 
some associated fundamental reduced graph is a concentrating link if and 
only if there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is lower 
triangular, has a diagonal of l’s, has all row sums > 2, and satisfies c1 > 2, 
cz = ’ . * = q-l = 2, and c, = 1. 
Let us call a matrix in the form of Lemma 4.1 a concentrating link matrix. 
Call it paper if cr > 2. We can now describe our canonical overlapping blocks 
form. 
Let B,, Br,..., B, _ r, II,,, = B,, be square matrices, with Bi being ni x ni. 
We construct the ouerlapping block sum of $, . . . , B,,_ 1 from the direct sum 
of these B’s by identifying the ( ni, ni) position in Bi with the (1,l) position in 
Bi+l, i =O,..., m - 1. This requires that the lower right entry of Bi equal the 
upper left entry of Bi + 1. This has the effect that the last column of Bi must 
now lie directly above the first column of Bi+l, overlapping at the identified 
elements. A similar statement holds for the rows. The effect on B, _ 1 is to 
remove the last row E [except for the entry at position (n,_ r, n,_l), which 
has already been identified with the (1,l) entry of B,] by sliding it vertically 
up in the block sum to become a row matrix on the right end of row 1. A 
similar operation disposes of the last column F of B, _ 1, though in the cases of 
interest here, F is all zeros. See Figure 3 for the case m = 3. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a nonnegatiue fully indecomposable integer 
matrix with at least two column sums greater than 2. Then per(A) = 1 
F : t BJ Cl n3 
I 
E - + 1 -1 _ _ _ _ _(_ 4 
FIG. 3. An overlapping block decomposition. 
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+ n(ci - 1) if and only if there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ admits a decomposition as an overlapping sum of proper concentrating 
link matrices. When these conditions hold, the structure and circular ordering 
of these proper concentrating link matrices is unique. 
Proof. The first statement is a direct translation of Theorem 3.5. That 
the block structures are unique follows because only one fundamental reduced 
graph of A is of type (i). n 
When a column extremal matrix A has only one column sum > 2, then 
some PAQ is a proper concentrating link matrix to which a 1 has been added 
in the (1, n) position. PAQ is then of the form 
1: *  1 1 .* . a I:? 6 1’ 0 1
where entries left blank are zeros. 
Our second normal form for an extremal matrix is a nested block decom- 
position in the style of [1,3,5]. The results of Section 3 dealing with 
concentrating links are a straightforward reformulation of Theorem 2.11(i). 
For our second form it is useful to have a corresponding reformulation of 
Theorem 2.11(ii). Again we focus on a mastercycle (unique in this case) and 
think of a “(ii)-link” as C(bi, ~I~+~]US~+~, where the notation is that of the 
theorem. These “(ii)-links” are not quite links, since the paths can “branch 
backwards” and paths may have the same terminus as source. 
We first order the columns of A by ordering the points of a fundamental 
reduced type (ii) multigraph H of A. Begin with a sequential ordering of the 
points in the unique mastercycle of H, starting at the successor of any 
branchpoint bo. Next order the vertices on paths of Si, i = 1,. . . ,m, by (1) 
listing the paths of Si in any order, (2) replacing each path with a consecutive 
listing of its points, and (3) removing from this list of lists any point that is on 
the mastercycle or appears earlier in the list. Finally, concatenate the (dis- 
joint) lists formed from the mastercycle, and S,, . . . , S,. 
We now partition this list into blocks. Each half-open interval (bi, bi + 1], 
i=O , . . . , m - 1, on the mastercycle becomes a block. Also each of the lists 
formed from some Si becomes a block, unless this list is empty-correspond- 
ing to the case where all the paths of Si are edges joining bi to (bi_ 1, bi]. 
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The following matrix forms will represent subblocks of blocks in a block 
decomposition of the PAQ corresponding to our ordering of the columns of A: 
+ 
1 + 
1 + 
C= 
1 
r 
1 
1 
c, = 
1 
1 1 
1 
t 
1 
1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
+. 
I ? 
where the pluses are nonzero entries, the asterisks represent arbitrary entries, 
and omitted entries are zero; 
D = a matrix all of whose elements are zeros with the exception of the upper 
right hand comer element, which is nonzero; 
E = a matrix all of whose elements are zeros with the possible exception of at 
most one element in the last column. 
Now we define some block matrix forms whose block entries are of one of 
the above types. We let n, = the number of vertices adjacent from bi and not 
on the mastercycle. 
Define an m X m block matrix 
1 
C D 
D C 
B= D C 
*.*.* 1 D’ C 
where each omitted block entry is 0 and each D has a one in the upper right 
hand comer. Define 
F = a block upper triangular matrix with C,‘s on the diagonal and E’s in all 
strictly upper triangular positions. 
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PAQ = 
FIG. 4. A normal form for column extremal matrices based on type (ii) UPZ 
multigraphs. Shown is the case m = 4, where the list formed from S, is empty. 
Omitted blocks are zeros. 
There will be one F for each nonzero n,. We also define for nonzero ni two 
additional forms: 
Ei = the m X ni block matrix consisting of all zeros except the ith block row, 
which has an E in each entry; 
Di = the ni X m block matrix consisting of all zeros except the ith block 
column, which has a D in each entry. 
THEOREM 4.3. A is a column extremal nonnegative integer matrix if and 
only if there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is of the form 
in Figure 4 (where the case m = 4 is shown), where we require exactly one E 
in any block column to have a 1 and all omitted blocks are zero. 
This form is not unique within permutation of blocks, since it is based on 
type (ii) fundamental reduced multigraphs, and these are not unique within 
isomorphism. 
5. CONTRACTIONS 
In [2] we saw that our bounds enjoy nice stability properties with respect 
to matrix contractions. In this section we show that the extremal cases are 
essentially those that are invariant under contractions, permitting in fact a 
complete contraction to a 1 X 1 matrix without affecting the bound. This is 
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good evidence that our bound is a natural one. It also yields a straightforward 
algorithm for rapidly identifying the extremal cases. 
Recall [2] the definition of contractions and (0,l) contractions on rows or 
columns with only two nonzero elements. These correspond to the Laplace 
expansion of the permanent and hence preserve this number. 
In graph theoretical terms, we can contract out a point in a fundamental 
multigraph G’of our matrix A if it is a nonbranch point in the fundamental 
reduced multigraph G,. In particular, if L is a concentrating link delimited by 
a branchpomt and its successor branchpoint in a type (i) UPZ multigraph, 
then only the source and sink are branchpoints, and by the preceding remark 
we can contract out all its other points without altering our column bound. 
More precisely, all columns of A corresponding to points of L other than 
the source and sink contain exactly two ones and zeros otherwise. The 
sequence of (0,l) contractions along these columns (in any order) produces a 
matrix with a reduced fundamental multigraph isomorphic to the multigraph 
that results from G, by removing all edges of L and all points of L except its 
source s and sink t, and by adding in ode(s) edges from s to t. Thus in place 
of L we have the points s and t connected by the same number of edges as 
there are paths in L from s to t. 
One may repeat such a sequence of contractions if there are other 
concentrating links in G,. At the matrix level the column bound is unchanged 
by all these operations. 
A similar argument shows that if A has just one column sum greater than 
2, then (0,l) contractions along all the other columns reduce A to a 1 X 1 
matrix containing per(A) without changing the column bound. Thus we have 
a characterization of column extremal matrices in terms of contractions. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a fully indecomposable nonnegative integer 
matrix having m > 2 column sums greater than 2. Then A is column extremal 
if and only if there is a sequence of (0,l) column contractions leading to a 
matrix B for which there are permutation matrices P and Q such that PBQ 
has the form 
1 
a2 1 
%-I 
%I 
1 
where the ai are greater than 1. 
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The numbers 1 + ai are the m column sums > 2 of the original matrix A. 
The self-loop ‘reduced multigraph corresponding to PBQ is a circular con- 
catenation of puri l&ks we call a sausage form. 
The contractions of Theorem 5.1 leave the column bound intact. In- 
specting the form that results shows that the remaining columns, which also 
contain exactly two nonzero entries each, can contract away, yielding a 1 x 1 
matrix. The sausage form persists through the 2 x 2 stage. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be an n x n fully indecomposable nonnegative 
integer matrix. Then A is column extremal if and only if there is a sequence of 
column contractions of A reducing A to a 1 X 1 matrix without changing the 
column bound. In this case any sequence of column contractions leaves the 
column bound unchanged and extends to a sequence of length n - 1. 
Proof. If there is just one column with column sum > 2, the result is 
trivial. 
The discussion of the preceding paragraphs and inspection of the type (i) 
UPZ multigraph form show that any column contraction for a column 
extremal A yields a matrix with a fundamental reduced type (i) UPZ 
multigraph. In particular the matrix is still column extremal and the column 
bound has not changed. Thus we may continue contracting. 
The converse is clear, since a 1 x 1 matrix contains the permanent-thus 
if a sequence of column contractions didn’t change the permanent, the matrix 
was column extremal to begin with. n 
The theorem tells us that at no time in a sequence of contractions do we 
have to search for the correct one. They all work. Of course, nonextremal 
matrices may also contract into extremal ones, as happens for example with a 
2 x 2 matrix of all 2’s. Thus we obtain an algorithm for identifying extremal 
cases: contract and make sure the column bound stays fixed. 
ALGORITHM 5.3. To determine whether the n X n fuIly indecomposable 
nonnegative integer matrix A satisfies per(A) = 1 +lYI(ci - l), perform the 
following: 
compute CB = 1 + n( ci - 1); 
while there are columns with exactly two nonzero entries do 
contract on any such column; 
if the result is a 1 X 1 matrix containing CB then 
per(A)= l+n(c, - 1) 
else not. 
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The algorithm has complexity 0(n2) because a contraction requires O(n) 
additions and multiplications. Actually, if A contains m nonzero entries, then 
in extreme cases the algorithm will terminate in O(m) operations. Not 
surprisingly, there is an O(m) depth first search in any fundamental reduced 
graph of A that will identify column extremal cases by checking the UPZ 
structure, but then one must first find an NZT. 
In case the algorithm terminates with a 1 X 1 matrix, then we have 
computed the permanent. Otherwise the row bound has probably improved 
without undue effort. 
We note here an interesting relationship between row and column bounds. 
Let A be column extremal but not row extremal, and perform the sequence of 
(0,l) column contractions that brings A to the form of Theorem 5.3. That 
form is both row and column extremal. Thus (0,l) column contractions of A 
have achieved the maximum possible improvement of the row bound. In 
general one needs all column contractions to achieve this improvement (see 
Example 3.5 in [2]). 
Our bound is too large in the presence of too many entries > 1. Reasoning 
by analogy from the invariance of column extremal matrices under column 
contraction, we suggest that there should be a family of bounds, one for each 
k, 2 < k G n, whose corresponding extremal matrices are the invariants that 
contract fully under contractions of order k. Here our contractions have order 
2; an order k contraction should apply when the nonzero entries of some 
k - 1 columns meet exactly k rows. 
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